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We have reviewed the 2001 Phase II ESA report prepared by Hygienetics for the subject site. Based on the information 
provided, hex-Cr was not analyzed for the sample with the highest Totai-Cr (1,100 mg/kg Totai-Cr, from soil boring 
SB15/5-6' below ground surface (bgs)), and an unfiltered groundwater sample from the same soil boring had 250 
mg/L. In addition, soils from this same soil boring (5815), was identified as 11blue green sandy material", at a depth 
interval of 4-8' bgs. 

We provide the following recommendations/comments: 

1. A stepped approach for sampling and analysis of hex-er in groundwater and/or soils- we suggest starting with 
additional groundwater assessment for hex-Cr that follows the correct protocols for sampling and analysis. If 
hex-Cr has not migrated into groundwater, then you may be able to justify that the chromium release may have 
likely remained on the property. If hex-Cr is present in the groundwater, then further sampling of soil for hex-Cr 
will likely be needed; 

2. Check if there is a well near SB15. If not, provide justification for high hex-er levels (250 mg/L); 

3. Sample all site wells and determine groundwater flow direction; 

4. Provide justification for not conducting TCLP test on the sample with highest Totai-Cr (1,100 mg/kg); 

5. Evaluate the need for cyanide test. 

Please provide the requested information to help us complete our review of your request regarding offsite notification 
letters. Let me know if you have questions. Thanks. 

Eric 

We are committed to service excellence. 
Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey to evaluate how I did. 
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